HALF ARC
The Half Arc is an awesome bike rack
that protects bicycles from UV rays, rain
and snow and transforms parked bikes
into works of art.
ROLL IN
Our bike racks are designed for rolling, not lifting. The right-hand side
of each rack has an unobstructed wheel-sized opening for riders to
roll their bikes into and up the Half Arc.
LOCK UP
Cyclists can use U-Locks, cables and other locking devices to secure
their front wheels, back wheels, frames and helmets, and can easily
use multiple locks to protect various parts of their bikes from theft.
BE ORGANIZED
Half Arcs organize bikes into their own individual parking spaces with
sufficient room to breathe. Bike parking doesn’t have to be a mess!
SAVE SPACE
A team of architects and cyclists designed our signature arched rack
style to save pedestrian mobility space along streets and sidewalks,
and our urban planning team works with clients to identify places
where Half Arcs can easily be integrated into their pre-existing
landscapes.
LOOK FABULOUS
We transform parked bicycles into works of art and create vibrant
spaces for both cyclists and non-cyclists to enjoy.
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HALF ARC PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions

2-Rack Half Arc: 56” x 48” x 96”
4-Rack Half Arc: 56” x 96” x 96”
6-Rack Half Arc: 56” x 144” x 96”
Email sales@bikearc.com for information regarding orders for
a customized number of bike racks.

Setback

We recommend at least 46” of unobstructed space behind
the back edge of the baseplates to ensure sufficient room to
maneuver in and out of racks (please note that 48” is ideal).
Bike tires generally extend 6-8” behind the baseplates.

Rack Spacing

Baseplates must be installed 24” center to center.

Weights & Capacity

Half Arcs weigh approximately 190 lbs. for every two racks,
and each individual rack weighs approximately 75 lbs. Half
Arc racks will easily hold bikes weighing up to 80 lbs., which
is about twice the average weight of a bicycle.

Surface Requirements Smooth concrete that is at least 8” deep with a maximum
slope of 2%.
Materials & Finishes

Recycled steel bike racks. All products are galvanized with
powder coating available at additional costs. Covers are
white multi-walled polycarbonate sheets made by Polygal.

In the Box

Each Half Arc comes with the specified number of bike racks
and one 48” x 96” multi-walled polycarbonate sheet for every
two racks. Half Arc shipments also include the necessary
drop-in anchors, self-tapping screws, washers, bolts and
other assembly pieces.

Installation

We strongly recommend using a licensed contractor to install
Bike Arc products. Shipments come with instructions
showing how to install a Half Arc using the drop-in anchors,
self-tapping screws, washers and bolts that come in the box.
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